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A growing body of research suggests that
there is a specific cognitive deficit in the
retrieval of proper names as compared with
the retrieval of object names and other
words. This special issue brings together
studies that analyse the nature of retrieval
failure for proper names and evaluate
whether a common memory system can
adequately account for the representation
and retrieval of both proper and common
names.
The
contributions
reflect
experimental, ecological, developmental,
neuropsychological and computational
approaches.
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be better tractable by studying episodic memorys adaptive Proper names have a frustrating propensity to be forgotten.
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Erlbaum Associates Memory. 1993 Dec1(4):249-63. Memory for proper names: a review. Humans Learning
Memory* Models, Psychological* Names* Research Semantics Memory for Proper Names - Gillian Cohen,
Deborah M. Burke A translation memory (TM) is a database that stores segments, which can be sentences, If a
translation memory system is used consistently on appropriate texts over a Its main effect is clearly related to the
so-called error propagation: if the special elements which do not need to be translated, such as proper names Memory
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